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Yesterday the rand was under pressure but recovered in late trade. The rand reached a high of 15.4150 (ask) and a 

low of 15.2059 (ask). The leading party provided a high-level plan for economic recovery, following the NEC meeting 

that was held over the weekend. The plan highlighted elements of the National Development Plan (NDP), Mboweni’s 

economic reform paper and the stimulus plan that Ramaphosa announced last year. The burning concerns around 

potentially privatising the state-owned entities was not a focus, with markets looking to the mini budget speech (at 

the end of this month) for more details. Some of the key areas of growth included: labour intensive industries 

(agriculture, tourism, clothing and mining); lowering the barriers of entry for small businesses and; promoting 

exports to enhance opportunities in Africa. In other news, the #ImStaying on Facebook has celebrated an estimated 

400,000 South Africans (within 2 weeks) that pledged "This is my home, I love it and I'm staying". South Africa’s 

business confidence for September is anticipated later today.
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Markets were concerned after trade wars escalated and the US announced trade tariffs of USD7.5 billion on goods 

from the European Union due to illegal EU aircraft subsidies. While the trade tariff was approved by the World Trade 

Organization, markets await the response from the EU after the latest tariff announcement. US ADP nonfarm 

employment for September printed lower at 135,000 compared to 157,000 in August, which supported further rate 

cuts from the Fed later this month. Markets have priced in a 74.4% probability of a 25bps rate cut later this month. 

UK construction PMI in September printed lower at 43.3 compared to 45.0 in August. Markets anticipate the US non-

farm payroll that is scheduled for release on Friday which could influence sentiment around US rate cuts. US 

employment figures, factory orders and PMI; Euro Zone PPI, retail sales & PMI and Germany’s PMI is anticipated later 

today. Gold reached a high of USD1505.50 (ask) an ounce. 
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